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This book/CD package takes an active learning approach to human geography. Computerized activities expose readers to GIS,
spreadsheets, simulation and graphing—without having to learn four different complex software packages. The exercises explore AIDS,
population growth, jobs, environmental change, baseball and other interesting topics. This book teaches readers how to collect, analyze,
interpret and present information.
The book charts out the history of Geographical Thought from early times to the present day in a single compact volume. Its main focus is on
the modern period—beginning with Humboldt and Ritter—more specifically on conceptual developments since the Second World War. NEW
TO THE SECOND EDITION The second edition is thoroughly revised and incorporates five new chapters dealing with: ? Nature, Method,
Basic Ideas and Conceptual Structure of Geography ? The Problem of Dualities and How it was Resolved ? Nature and Role of Geography
as a Social Science—Geographical vs. Sociological Imagination ? Time vis-à-vis Space—The Pattern-Process Perspective in Geographic
Research ? New Directions in the Twenty-First Century Human Geography TARGET AUDIENCE • BA/B.Sc. (Hons.) Geography • BA/B.Sc.
(General) Geography • MA/M.Sc. Geography • Aspirants of Civil Services
This book is the first contemporary book to compare and integrate the various ways geographers think about and use scale across the
spectrum of the discipline and includes state-of-the-art contributions by authoritative human geographers, physical geographers and GIS
specialists. Provides a state of the art survey of how geographers think about scale. Brings together recent interest in scale in human and
physical geography, as well as geographic information science Places competing concepts of scale side by side in order to compare them.
The introduction and conclusion, by the editors, explores the common ground.
This innovative book marks a significant departure from tradition anlayses of the evolution of cultural landscapes and the interpretation of past
environments. Maps of Meaning proposes a new agenda for cultural geography, one set squarely in the context of contemporary social and
cultural theory. Notions of place and space are explored through the study of elite and popular cultures, gender and sexuality, race, language
and ideology. Questioning the ways in which we invest the world with meaning, the book is an introduction to both culture's geographies and
the geography of culture.
Introducing Human Geographies is the leading guide to human geography for undergraduate students, explaining new thinking on essential
topics and discussing exciting developments in the field. This new edition has been thoroughly revised and updated and coverage is
extended with new sections devoted to biogeographies, cartographies, mobilities, non-representational geographies, population geographies,
public geographies and securities. Presented in three parts with 60 contributions written by expert international researchers, this text
addresses the central ideas through which human geographers understand and shape their subject. Part I: Foundations engages students
with key ideas that define human geography’s subject matter and approaches, through critical analyses of dualisms such as local-global,
society-space and human-nonhuman. Part II: Themes explores human geography’s main sub-disciplines, with sections devoted to
biogeographies, cartographies, cultural geographies, development geographies, economic geographies, environmental geographies,
historical geographies, political geographies, population geographies, social geographies, urban and rural geographies. Finally, Part III:
Horizons assesses the latest research in innovative areas, from mobilities and securities to non-representational geographies. This
comprehensive, stimulating and cutting edge introduction to the field is richly illustrated throughout with full colour figures, maps and photos.
These are available to download on the companion website, located at www.routledge.com/9781444135350.
Most social geography undergraduate textbooks are structured around different social categories, splintering the discussion of gender, class,
race and increasingly now sexuality and disability, into separate chapters. This has the effect, firstly, of making social relations rather than
space (the raison d'etre of human geography) the focus of undergraduate books; secondly of ignoring the way that social relations are
negotiated and contested in different space. Rather than reproducing this conventional social geography format the aim of this proposed text
is to make space the focus of analysis. In doing so the intention is to make complex theoretical debates about space more accessible to
students and encourage them to look at their own environments in new ways.
This book makes a timely and engaging contribution to geography’s resurgent interest in art and artistic practice, as well as to growing
geographical concerns with embodied or pre-reflective experience. It introduces Eugene Gendlin’s philosophical and methodological work to
stimulate geographical thinking and practice, and explores its disciplinary potential through innovative practice-based research into artistic
spatial experience. Gendlin’s philosophy and techniques for articulating the pre-reflective are explained and illustrated using artists’
accounts of their practices, both retrospectively and during their practice. The geographical implementation of research methods informed by
those techniques is detailed and critiqued. Diverse and potentially contradictory findings, and potentially problematic methodological choices,
are discussed, accounted for, and reframed through Gendlin’s ideas. Significant geographical potential within Gendlin’s work—philosophical,
conceptual and methodological—is identified and described, and avenues and challenges for further investigation are highlighted. This first
step towards a Gendlin-informed geography invites further engagement with his work.
First published in 1994. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.

Practising Human Geography is critical introduction to disciplinary debates about the practice of human geography, that is
informed by an inquiry into how geographers actually do research. In examining those methods and practices that are integral to
doing geography, the text presents a theoretically-informed reflection on the construction and interpretation of geographical data including factual and "fictional" sources; the use of core research methodologies; and the interpretative role of the researcher.
Framed by an historical overview how ideas of practising human geography have changed, the following three sections offer an
comprehensive and integrated overview of research methodologies. Illustrated throughout, the te
This study suggests how traditional language-rich narrative histories of the Pale of Settlement can benefit from drawing on the
large vocabularies, questions, theories and analytical methods of human geography, economics and the social sciences for an
understanding of how Jewish communities responded to multiple disruptions during the nineteenth century. Moving from the
ecological level of systems of settlements and variations among individual ones down to the immediate built environment, the book
explores how both physical and human space influenced responses to everyday lives and emigration to America.
This open access book is based on "Spationomy ? Spatial Exploration of Economic Data", an interdisciplinary and international
project in the frame of ERASMUS+ funded by the European Union. The project aims to exchange interdisciplinary knowledge in
the fields of economics and geomatics. For the newly introduced courses, interdisciplinary learning materials have been developed
by a team of lecturers from four different universities in three countries. In a first study block, students were taught methods from
the two main research fields. Afterwards, the knowledge gained had to be applied in a project. For this international project, teams
were formed, consisting of one student from each university participating in the project. The achieved results were presented in a
summer school a few months later. At this event, more methodological knowledge was imparted to prepare students for a final
simulation game about spatial and economic decision making. In a broader sense, the chapters will present the methodological
background of the project, give case studies and show how visualisation and the simulation game works.
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Rosaline Barbour draws on her extensive teaching experience to provide a clear, user-friendly introduction to the craft of doing
qualitative research. Each chapter includes examples of real-life qualitative data and a range of exercises to help students get a
feel for the process of generating and analysing qualitative data. The second edition includes: New examples from a range of
social science disciplines, making this the perfect book no matter what course you're studying More on unobtrusive methods of
data collection, such as documentary analysis More on internet research methods, mixed methods and visual methods A new
section on using software in qualitative research A brand new companion website full of additional lecturer and student resources.
This book represents the first comprehensive study of the influential German legal and political thinker Carl Schmitt’s spatial
thought, offering the first systematic examination from a Geographic perspective of one of the most important political thinkers of
the twentieth century. It charts the development of Schmitt’s spatial thinking from his early work on secularization and the
emergence of the modern European state to his post war analysis of the spatial basis of global order and international law, whilst
situating his thought in relation to his changing biographical and intellectual context, controversial involvement in Weimar politics
and disastrous support for the Nazi regime. It argues that spatial concepts play a crucial structural role throughout Schmitt’s work,
from his well-known analyses of sovereign power and states of exception to his often overlooked spatial history of modernity.
Locating a fundamental relationship between space and ‘the political’ lies at the core of his thought. The book explores the critical
insight that Schmitt’s spatial thought bears on some of the key political questions of the twentieth century whilst tracking his
profound and enduring influence on key debates on sovereignty, international relations, war and the nature of world order at the
start of the twenty first century.
First published in 2004. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
Human Geography: The Basics is a concise introduction to the study of the role that humankind plays in shaping the world around
us. Whether ite(tm)s environmental concerns, the cities we live in or the globalization of the economy, these are issues which
affect us all. This book introduces these topics and more including: global environment issues and development cities, firms and
regions migration, immigration and asylum landscape, culture and identity travel, mobility and tourism agriculture and food.
Featuring an overview of theory, end of chapter summaries, case study boxes, further reading lists and a glossary, this book is the
ideal introduction for anybody new to the study of human geography.
Approaches to Human GeographyPhilosophies, Theories, People and PracticesSAGE
Approaches to Human Geography is the essential student primer on theory and practice in human geography. It is a systematic
review of the key ideas and debates informing post-war geography, explaining how those ideas work in practice. In three sections,
the text provides: · A comprehensive contexualising essay: Introducing Philosophies, People and Practices · Philosophies: written
by the principal proponents, easily comprehensible accounts of: Positivistic Geographies; Humanism; Feminist Geographies;
Marxism; Structuration Theory; Behavioral Geography; Realism; Post Structuralist Theories; Actor-Network Theory; and Post
Colonialism · People: prominent geographers explain events that formed their ways of knowing; the section offers situated
accounts of theory and practice by, for example: David Ley; Linda McDowell; and David Harvey · Practices: applied accounts of
Quantification, Evidence and Positivism; Geographic Information Systems; Humanism; Geography, Political Activism, and
Marxism; the Production of Feminist Geographies; Poststructuralist Theory; Environmental Inquiry in a Postcolonial World;
Contested Geographies · Student Exercises and Glossary Avoiding jargon - while attentive to the rigor and complexity of the ideas
that underlie geographic knowledge – the text is written for students who have not met philosophical or theoretical approaches
before. This is a beginning guide to geographic research and practice. Comprehensive and accessible, it will be the core text for
courses on Approaches to Human Geography; Philosophy and Geography; and the History of Geography; and a key resource for
students beginning research projects.
This exploration of one of the most concentrated immigrant communities in Britain combines a fascinating narrative history, an
original theoretical analysis of the evolving relationship between progressive left politics and ethnic minorities, and an incisive
critique of political multiculturalism. It recounts and analyses the experiences of many of those who took part in over six decades of
political history that range over secular nationalism, trade unionism, black radicalism, mainstream local politics, Islamism and the
rise and fall of the Respect Coalition. Through this Bengali case study and examples from wider immigrant politics, it traces the
development and adoption of the concepts of popular frontism, revolutionary stages theory and identity politics. It demonstrates
how these theories and tactics have cut across class-based organisation and acted as an impediment to addressing socioeconomic inequality; and it argues for a left materialist alternative. It will appeal equally to sociologists, political activists and local
historians.
Now in a new edition, Key Methods in Geography is an introduction to the principal methodological issues involved in the
collection, analysis and presentation of geographical information. It is unique in the reference literature for providing an overview of
qualitative and quantitative methods for human and physical geography. An accessible primer, it will be used by students as a
reference throughout their degree, on all issues from research design to presentation. This new edition has been fully revised and
updated and includes new chapters on internet mediated research, diaries as a research method, making observations and
measurements in the field, and the analysis of natural systems. Organized into four sections: getting started in geographical
research; generating and working with data in human geography; generating and working with data in physical geography;
representing and interpreting geographical data; each chapter comprises: * a short definition * a summary of the principal
arguments * a substantive 5,000-word discussion * use of real-life examples * annotated notes for further reading. The teaching of
research methods is integral to all geography courses: Key Methods in Geography, 2nd Edition explains all of the key methods
with which geography undergraduates must be conversant.
Introducing Human Geographies is a comprehensive, stimulating and innovative introduction to human geography. This second
edition has been thoroughly revised and updated to build upon the success of the acclaimed first edition. Now in full colour and
with sixteen new chapters, discussion points and glossary definitions in the margin, it is even more accessible. Part one discusses
the principal ideas through which human geographers understand and shape their subject. Part two examines each of the main
sub-fields: ·cultural geography ·development geography ·economic geography ·environmental geography ·historical geography
·political geography ·rural geography ·social geography ·urban geography. Part three demonstrates how different thematic
interests are combined in cutting-edge human geographical debates. Introducing Human Geographies continues to be the
essential textbook for first year undergraduate geography students taking introductory courses in human geography.
The second edition of this text has been thoroughly revised and updated to build upon the success of the first. Now in full colour
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with 16 new chapters, discussion points and glossary definitions in the margin, it is even more accessible.
The 6th edition of this highly respected text builds upon the successful structure, engaging writing style and clear presentation of
previous editions. Examining urban social geography from a theoretical and historical perspective, it also explores how it has
developed into the modern day. Taking account of recent critical work, whilst simultaneously presenting well established
approaches to the subject, it ensures students are well-informed about all the issues. The result is a topical book that is clear and
accessible for students
The fields of Economic Geography and International Business share an interest in the same phenomena, whilst each provides
both a differing perspective and different research methods in attempting to understand those phenomena. The Routledge
Companion to the Geography of International Business explores the nature and scope of inter-disciplinary work between
Economic Geography and International Business in explaining the central issues in the international economy. Contributions
written by leading specialists in each field (including some chapters written by inter-disciplinary teams) focus on the nature of
multinational firms and their strategies, where they choose to locate their activities, how they create and manage international
networks and the key relationships between multinationals and the places where they place their operations. Topics covered
include the internationalisation of service industries, the influence of location on the competitiveness of firms and the economic
dynamism of regions and where economic activity takes place and how knowledge, goods and services flow between locations.
The book examines the areas for fruitful inter-disciplinary work between International Business and Economic Geography and sets
out a road map for future joint research, and is an essential resource for students and practitioners of International Business and
Economic Development.
"A highly readable and superbly fun guide to the why and how of doing fieldwork in human geography... I recommend it highly to
any geographer-wannabes and practicing-geographers. The latter group, including myself, might well rediscover the fun of doing
geography." - Professor Henry Yeung, National University of Singapore "An excellent introduction to the art and science of
fieldwork. It makes clear that fieldwork is not just about getting out of the classroom and gaining first-hand experience of places, it
is about instilling passion about those places." - Professor Stuart C. Aitken, San Diego State University "An indispensible guide to
fieldwork that will enrich the practice of geography in a myriad of different ways. In particular, the diverse materials presented here
will encourage students and academics alike to pursue new approaches to their work and instil a greater understanding of the
conceptual and methodological breadth of their discipline." - Professor Matthew Gandy, University College London "If fieldwork is
an indispensable component of geographical education then this book is equally essential to making the most of fieldwork...This
book gives students the tools to realise the full potential of what, for many, is the highlight of their geography degree." - Professor
Noel Castree, Manchester University Fieldwork is a core component of Human Geography degree courses. In this lively and
engaging book, Richard Phillips and Jennifer Johns provide a practical guide to help every student get the most out of their
fieldwork. This book: Encourages students to engage with fieldwork critically and imaginatively Explains methods and contexts
Links the fieldwork with wider academic topics. It looks beyond the contents of research projects and field visits to address the
broader experiences of fieldwork: working in groups, understanding your ethical position, developing skills for learning and
employment and opening your eyes, ears and minds to the wider possibilities of your trip. Throughout the book, the authors
present first person descriptions of field experiences and predicaments, written by fieldtrip leaders and students from around the
world including the UK, Canada, Singapore, Australia and Africa.

This history charts how geography rose to popularity on a tide of imperial enthusiasms in Victorian time and made its way
into many elementary schools in the latter half of the 19th century. Many geography lessons were not dominated by the
rote-learning of capes and bays and some of the pioneers of the subject led the way in the use of models, visual aids and
object lessons in schools. The book explores Scott Keltie's report of 1886 as a catalyst for development. Despite the
founding of the Geographical Association in 1893, the subject needed a series of concerted political campaigns in the
early 20th centry to establish itself in the secondary sector. The growth of the regional approach, field-work and of
sample studies expanded the subject between the world wars, before a major conceptual revolution invigorated and
challenged teachers of the subject in the post-war period.
How are firms, networks of firms, and production systems organized and how does this organization vary from place to
place? What are the new geographies emerging from the need to create, access, and share knowledge, and sustain
competitiveness? In what ways are local clusters and global exchange relations intertwined and co-constituted? What are
the impacts of global changes in technology, demand, and competition on the organization of production, and how do
these effects vary between communities, regions, and nations? This book synthesizes theories from across the social
sciences with empirical research and case studies in order to answer these questions and to demonstrate how people
and firms organize economic action and interaction across local, national, and global flows of knowledge and innovation.
It is structured in four clear parts: - Part I: Foundations of Relational Thinking - Part II: Relational Clusters of Knowledge Part III: Knowledge Circulation Across Territories - Part IV: Toward a Relational Economic Policy? The book employs a
novel relational framework, which recognizes values, interpretative frameworks, and decision-making practices as subject
to the contextuality of the social institutions that characterize the relationships between the human agents. It will be a
valuable resource for academics, researchers, and graduate students across the social sciences, and practitioners in
clusters policy.
Peter Haggett's research over the last thirty years has focused on mapping and modelling the paths by which epidemics
spread through human communities. This led to his 1998 inaugural lectures for a new series, the Clarendon Lectures in
Geography and Environmental Studies, the result of which is this book. In it, Haggett presents an accessible, concise,
and well illustrated account of how environmental and geographical concepts can be used to enhance our knowledge of
the origins and progress of epidemics, and sometimes to slow or even halt their spread.
The Advanced Introduction to Marxism and Human Geography explores the fundamental aspects of Marx’s
conceptualization of capital and of capitalist development, including value theory, the class relation, accumulation and the
development of the capitalist division of labor. Kevin Cox goes beyond simplistic analysis to further engage with key
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concepts, and how their relationships with one another can illuminate the human geography of the world.
A Companion to Cultural Geography brings together original contributions from 35 distinguished international scholars to
provide a critical overview of this dynamic and influential field of study. Provides accessible overviews of key themes,
debates and controversies from a variety of historical and theoretical vantage points Charts significant changes in cultural
geography in the twentieth century as well as the principal approaches that currently animate work in the field A valuable
resource not just for geographers but also those working in allied fields who wish to get a clear understanding of the
contribution geography is making to cross-disciplinary debates
Placing Animals is the first book to survey the ways in which animals have been studied in geography. It includes both a
historical overview of the development of animal geography and an assessment of the field today. Through the theme of
the role of place in shaping where and why human-animal interactions occur, the chapters in turn explore the history of
animal geography and our distinctive relationships in the home, on farms, in the context of labor, in the wider culture, and
in the wild.
The International Encyclopedia of Human Geography provides an authoritative and comprehensive source of information
on the discipline of human geography and its constituent, and related, subject areas. The encyclopedia includes over
1,000 detailed entries on philosophy and theory, key concepts, methods and practices, biographies of notable
geographers, and geographical thought and praxis in different parts of the world. This groundbreaking project covers
every field of human geography and the discipline’s relationships to other disciplines, and is global in scope, involving an
international set of contributors. Given its broad, inclusive scope and unique online accessibility, it is anticipated that the
International Encyclopedia of Human Geography will become the major reference work for the discipline over the coming
decades. The Encyclopedia will be available in both limited edition print and online via ScienceDirect - featuring extensive
browsing, searching, and internal cross-referencing between articles in the work, plus dynamic linking to journal articles
and abstract databases, making navigation flexible and easy. For more information, pricing options and availability visit
http://info.sciencedirect.com/content/books/ref_works/coming/ Available online on ScienceDirect and in limited edition
print format Broad, interdisciplinary coverage across human geography: Philosophy, Methods, People, Social/Cultural,
Political, Economic, Development, Health, Cartography, Urban, Historical, Regional Comprehensive and unique - the first
of its kind in human geography
A concise, flexible and wonderfully written textbook which supports undergraduate geography students throughout the
stressful dissertation process. Divided into three sections - Designing, Doing and Delivering – it is a complete overview of
the key skills needed to prepare, research, and write a successful dissertation.
Will 'making a Living' remain a dream for the deprived and excluded? Jobs are one of Europe's most important problems.
Employment provides the basic means of distributing wealth in society, in providing for families, and ensuring pensions for the
elderly. Yet unemployment, and increasingly 'non-employment', continues at near record levels in the European Union. Making a
Living in Europe shows how the culture of work has been transformed in the industrialised nations of the EU. Exploring the
relationship between employment change, society and economic restructuring, the shift toward 'flexible' work for women in
services, away from traditional industrial jobs for men, is demonstrated within three key sectors: business services, retailing and
tourism. The outcome of change is discussed in terms of shifts of people and jobs from urban to rural areas. Europe must be
understood in the context of the new Europe, of change in the USA and of global change. Drawing on examples from UK and
European Regions and USA, the author challenges long-standing assumptions about changes in economy and society and
highlights the need for stronger local and European policies to reduce inequality at large and contribute positively to local people's
struggles to make a living in Europe.
`Using up-to-date data, modern cartographic methods, and an approach that addresses students' everyday lives, Danny Dorling
has produced an engaging introduction to the contemporary geography of the UK. It will be the focus of many lively discussions of
patterns and trends’ - Ron Johnston, School of Geography, University of Bristol Using statistics from many sources in an
engaging and accessible way, Human Geography of the UK is written from the perspective of a beginning undergraduate, it's
objective is to define the key elements of population geography and show how they fit together. Highly visual – with maps and
figures on every page – the text uses different data to describe the social landscape of the United Kingdom. Organized in ten short
thematic chapters, explaining the nuts and bolts of population, including: birth, inequality; education; mobility; work; and mortality.
The book concludes with a comparative analysis of UK in global context. Human Geography of the UK features practical
exercises, and clear summaries in tables and specially drawn maps.
Kaplan's AP Human Geography 2017-2018 offers many essential and unique features to help improve test scores, including: two
full-length practice tests and a diagnostic test to target ar eas for score improvement, detailed answer explanations, tips and
strategies for scoring higher from expert AP Human Geography teachers and students who got a perfect 5 on the exam, and
targeted review of the most up-to-date content, including key information that is specific to the AP Human Geography exam.
"The book covers some of the (traditionally) most obtuse and difficult-to-grasp philosophical ideas that have influenced
geographers/geography. The fact that these are presented in an inclusive and accessible manner is a key strength. Many students
have commented that the chapters they have read have encouraged them to read more in this field, which is fantastic from a
lecturer's perspective." - Richard White, Sheffield Hallam University A new edition of the classic Approaches text for students,
organised in three sections, which overviews and explains the history and philosophy of Human Geographies in all its applications
by those who practise it: Section One – Philosophies: Positivist Geography / Humanism / Feminist Geographies / Marxisms /
Structuration Theory / Human Animal / Realism / Postmodern Geographies/ Poststructuralist Theories / Actor-Network Theory, /
Postcolonialism / Geohumanities / Technologies Section Two – People: Institutions and Cultures / Places and Contexts / Memories
and Desires / Understanding Place / Personal and Political / Becoming a Geographer / Movement and Encounter / Spaces and
Flows / Places as Thoughts Section Three – Practices: Mapping and Geovisualization / Quantification, Evidence, and Positivism /
Geographic Information Systems / Humanism / Activism / Feminist Geographies / Poststructuralist Theories / Psychoanalysis /
Environmental Inquiry / Contested Geographies and Culture Wars Fully updated throughout and with eight brand new chapters Page 4/5
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this is the core text for modules on history, theory, and practice in Human Geography.
This guide to the methodology of geography surveys proposed approaches to geography and assesses their advantages and
disadvantages. Bird discusses scale in geography, behavioral geography, systems, physical geography, and creativity and change
in geography.
The first concise guide to the purposeful use of techniques in human geography. Examining key techniques in detail - survey and
qualitative, numerical, spatial and computer-based - the book draws on important case studies, such as the decennial census, to
illustrate applications. The importance of up-to-date IT based techniques is particularly stressed, introducing widely recognised
applications. A final section explores the Internet, which offers exciting new resources but also creates problems for researchers
used to traditional academic fields.
Chapter 7: Atmospheric Pressure and Wind of the eBook Understanding Physical Geography. This eBook was written for students
taking introductory Physical Geography taught at a college or university. For the chapters currently available on Google Play
presentation slides (Powerpoint and Keynote format) and multiple choice test banks are available for Professors using my eBook
in the classroom. Please contact me via email at Michael.Pidwirny@ubc.ca if you would like to have access to these resources.
The various chapters of the Google Play version of Understanding Physical Geography are FREE for individual use in a nonclassroom environment. This has been done to support life long learning. However, the content of Understanding Physical
Geography is NOT FREE for use in college and university courses in countries that have a per capita GDP over $25,000 (US
dollars) per year where more than three chapters are being used in the teaching of a course. More specifically, for university and
college instructors using this work in such wealthier countries, in a credit-based course where a tuition fee is accessed, students
should be instructed to purchase the paid version of this content on Google Play which is organized as one of six Parts (organized
chapters). One exception to this request is a situation where a student is experiencing financial hardship. In this case, the student
should use the individual chapters which are available from Google Play for free. The cost of these Parts works out to only $0.99
per chapter in USA dollars, a very small fee for my work. When the entire textbook (30 chapters) is finished its cost will be only
$29.70 in USA dollars. This is far less expensive than similar textbooks from major academic publishing companies whose eBook
are around $50.00 to $90.00. Further, revenue generated from the sale of this academic textbook will provide “the carrot” to entice
me to continue working hard creating new and updated content. Thanks in advance to instructors and students who abide by these
conditions. IMPORTANT - This Google Play version is best viewed with a computer using Google Chrome, Firefox or Apple Safari
browsers.
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